Kondalilla Eco Resort
Accommodation & Retreat Room Pricing - Monday to Friday
Ph: +61 7 5445 765 or Freecall: 1800 444 350 Email: hello@kondalillaecoresort.com
Address: 69 Kondalilla Falls Rd, Flaxton, QLD 4560 Website: www.kondalillaecoresort.com

Bush Cottage Studio 1K - This Bush Cottage is a self-contained
studio style duplex, consisting of a king bed or two single beds.
Included is a small electric heater, TV/DVD/CD, lovely log
burner, kitchen facilities, fan and a corner spa in the bathroom.
Accommodates maximum of 2 people / $135per night
Bush Cottage 1Bed 1Q - This Bush Cottage is a self-contained
separate one bedroom duplex, consisting of a queen bed and
includes a small electric heater, TV/DVD/CD, lovely log burner,
kitchen facilities, fan and a corner spa in the bathroom.
Accommodates maximum of 2 people / $135per night
Bush Cottage 1Bed 1Q+1S Ensemble - This Bush Cottage is a
self-contained one bedroom duplex, consisting of a queen bed in
the bedroom and two single ensemble beds in the living area. Also
included is a small electric heater, TV/DVD/CD, lovely log burner,
kitchen facilities, fan and a corner spa in the bathroom.
Accommodates maximum of 4 people / $140 per night
Bush Cottage 2Bed 1Q, 1S - This Bush Cottage is a selfcontained two bedroom duplex, consisting of one queen bed and
one single bed. Also included is a small electric heater, TV/DVD/
CD, lovely log burner, kitchen facilities, fan and a corner spa in the
bathroom.
Accommodates maximum of 3 people / $140 per night

Bush Cottage 2Bed 2Q - This Bush Cottage is a self-contained
two bedroom duplex, consisting of one queen bed in each bedroom
and includes a small electric heater, TV/DVD/CD, lovely log
burner, kitchen facilities, fan and a corner spa in the bathroom.
Accommodates maximum of 4 people / $145 per night

Deluxe Bush Cottage 3K Split - The Bush Cottage is nestled
away in the natural rainforest and an abundance of wildlife can be seen. This air-conditioned two-story
cottage has three king size beds, capable of splitting for twin share accommodation & sleeping up to six
people on a large upstairs mezzanine level. Upstairs includes sleeping, two decks, spa, bathroom and
reverse cycle air conditioning. Downstairs includes TV/DVD/CD, lovely log burner, kitchen/lounge/
dining. Accommodates maximum of 6 people / $230 per night

Treehouse Studio 1K Split - The Tree Houses are best
described as a free standing, open plan pole cabin with fantastic
decks for you to relax and enjoy the view either overlooking the
rainforest or the pristine creek. Each Tree House includes a king
bed which is capable of splitting for twin share bedding, lovely log
burner, corner spa in the bathroom, kitchen facilities, small heater,
TV/DVD/CD and ceiling fan.
Accommodates maximum of 2 people / $145 per night
Treehouse 1Bed 1K Split - The Tree Houses are best described
as a free standing, split-level pole cabin with have fantastic decks for
you to relax and enjoy the view either overlooking the rainforest or
the pristine creek. The Tree House includes a king bed which is
capable of splitting for twin share bedding, lovely log burner,corner
spa in the bathroom, kitchen facilities, small heater, TV/DVD/CD
and ceiling fan.
Accommodates maximum of 2 people / $145per night
Treehouse 2Bed 1K Split+1Q - The Tree Houses are best
described as a free standing, open plan pole cabin with fantastic
decks for you to relax and enjoy the view either overlooking the
rainforest or the pristine creek. They are two bedroom, one with a
queen size bed and another with a king bed capable of splitting
into two singles.
Accommodates maximum of 4 people/$165per night

Nest Treehouse Studio 1K - This one of a kind pole cabin style
Villa Treehouse is a snuggly couples retreat with a platinum king
size bed in an open plan bedroom with its own deck and wooden
floors. Equipped with a lounge/dining/kitchen area with LCD flat
screen, lovely log burner, TV/DVD/CD and spa in the bathroom
with wonderful private views overlooking the rainforest. This villa
has reverse cycle air-conditioning and warm fluffy bathrobes,
Accommodates maximum 2 people / $180 per night
Villa Treehouse Studio 1K - The Villa Treehouses are a couples
retreat, each with a platinum king size bed in an open plan
bedroom with a split-level wooden floor. Equipped with a lounge/
dining/kitchen area with LCD flat screen TV/DVD/CD and
sunken spa and views. Each Villa has large expansive decks, lovely
log burner, air-conditioning, and warm fluffy bathrobes all make
for that special time together.
Accommodates maximum 2 people / $180 per night
Villa Treehouse 1Bed 1K - The Villa Treehouse is rustic in
appearance and has a large separate bedroom fitted with a
platinum king size bed, a large private ensuite bathroom with a
European style sunken spa with views out to the rainforest.
Equipped with a lounge/dining/kitchen area with LCD flat screen
TV/DVD/CD, large expansive decks, lovely log burner, airconditioning, and warm fluffy bathrobes all make for that special
time together.
Accommodates maximum 2 people / $180 per night
PICNIC CREEK - RETREAT ROOM
(Pricing from $150 per day for a retreat with inclusions of)

Kidney bean cushions for 15 people.
Small backed floor seating for 15 people.
Yoga floor cushions & mats.
Whiteboard & Markets.
TV, Audio & Sound Equipment
Wifi access

RESTAURANT / KITCHEN / CATERING ROOM
(Pricing from $100 per day for a retreat with inclusions of)

Seating for 30 people
Table cloths, napkins, cutlery, crockery & glassware.
Kitchen & cooking facilities

SATURDAY & SUNDAY AS PER STANDARD RATES

